Let IcP" +1 (Q be a projective hypersurface and p e X. The third contact cone of X at /?, C p 3 , is the set of all lines in P n+1 having contact > 4 with X at p. If dim X > 3 then the map p •-> (projective moduli of C*) usually is a local immersion (answering a conjecture of Griffiths and Harris), and one can prove a rigidity theorem: X is determined by the projective moduli of its C^'s and certain fourth order invariants. This immersion property may fail e.g. if X is a homogeneous space. We study this case also.
Definitions and examples.
Let °lί be open in P" +1 = P" +1 (C) , and X c °ll a smooth analytic hypersurface. Let G(l, n + 1) be the Grassmannian of lines P w+1 , and / -{(/?,/) e P* +1 X G(l, n + 1) \p e /} the incidence correspondence with projection π: J -> P w+1 .
DEFINITION. For each r = 0,1,..., the rth contact cone of X is (i) C r is an analytic subscheme of /. (ϋ) If X is not ruled then, at a generic point p e X, C£ +ι is empty and, for all r = 1,..., w, C r p c prp w+1 i s a smooth complete intersection of type (1,2,..., r\ (iii) Moreover if, for some r < n, C r p is a smooth complete intersection of type (1,..., r) at generic p e X, then C p 5 is a smooth complete intersection of type (1,..., s) at generic p e C for all s = 0,..., r (even if X is ruled).
Throughout this paper we shall assume that C* is a smooth complete intersection of type (1,2,3) for generic p e X.
View C^, r > 1, as an abstract algebraic subvariety of P"" 1 = PT p X defined modulo "protective equivalence" = linear change of coordinates in P"" 1 . If r, n > 3 then the projective equivalence class [C p ] has nontrivial projective moduli. Let [C 3 ]: X -» (moduli of C^'s) be the map into projective moduli space.
(1.2) EXAMPLE. If n = 3 then C^2 = P 1 is a plane conic, and C p is six points on C p . Thus C p has oo 3 projective moduli. If n = 4, C^3 cP 3 = PT^X is a canonical curve of genus 4 with oo 9 moduli. If n = 5, C^3 c P 4
is an algebraic K -3 surface with oo 19 moduli.
Despite the large number of moduli the map [C 3 ] may not be injective. In fact it is constant if, as in the following examples, the group GL(« + 2), which acts linearly on P w+1 , contains a subgroup which acts transitively on X. See Th. (3.6). If m, n are relatively prime then X is not ruled, so C* is a smooth complete intersection of type (1,2,3) for generic p e X.
(1.4) EXAMPLE. (Non-Abelian). Regard P 4 = P# 0 (P\ 0(4)) as the linear system of quartics on P 1 . Let G c SL(5) be the image of the representation S 4 : SL(2) -> SL(5) arising from the action of SL(2) on quartics:
If F has at least three distinct roots then the orbit G hypersurface in P 4 . Let e = (e o ,...,e π+1 ) be a basis for C n+2 . The set J^P n+1 of all such e is a principal bundle over P" 
Q-ΪΣtf
The set of all such frames forms a principal bundle whose group H is all nonsingular (« + 2)X(« + 2) matrices Let e, e f Ej^I, π(e) = e f ) = p\ Then by definition, C/, C/, are projectively equivalent iff β Π R e and 2πΛ e / are, i.e., iff there exists a complex orthogonal map B such that B -R e , = Omodβ, R e . Differentiating this condition, it follows that the tangent space at [C* The following answers a conjecture of Griffiths and Harris [G-H, pp. 450 ].
(2.10) PROPOSITION. For a generic algebraic hypersurface IcP" +1 o/ dimension n > 3 and degree > 3, the map [C 3 ]: X -^ JSf is a local immersion near a generic p e X.
Proof. By (2.9) we need to show that G 1? ..., G n are linearly independent modulo <2, R, {QiRj -QjRf} for some (hence any) e e π~x(p) Π J^X This is an open condition on the pair (p, X), so it suffices to produce a single example at p e X where X is a cubic. 3. Rigidity Theorem. Orbits. Elie Cartan proved a rigidity theorem which pertains to the following situation [C, §50] . Let X and Y be (local) hypersurfaces in P w+1 , and g: X -* Y a. holomorphic map. Assume that for each p e X there exist affine coordinate systems (x l9 ..., x n+ ι) on a neighborhood in P" +1 of p and (y l9 ..., y n+ϊ ) on a neighborhood of g(p) so that, for each i = 1,..., n + 1, the restriction to X of the coordinate functions x i and the pullbacks y { ° g agree on X through second order at p. In this case X and Y are said to be "projectively applicable." Cartan's theorem says that, if n > 3 and X is not developable (X is not developable if its second contact cones are nonsingular), then X and Y are projectively applicable iff they are projectively equivalent (in other words, if X and Y are projectively applicable then g extends to a linear map on P M+1 ). (For n = 2 see [C, §16] or [F-C, §65B]). We seek to replace the hypothesis on g with one involving equivalence of contact cones. Let g: X -> Y be a holomorphic map. For each p G X (# G 7) let C/-Y (C^T) be the rth contact cone. Suppose one knows only that for each p G X the contact cones C p X and C p X are nonsingular and isomorphic to C 2 {p) Y and Cg (p) Y (we do not require the isomorphism to come from g). As the following example shows, X and Y may not be projectively equivalent.
(3.1) EXAMPLE. Let Xc P" +1 and let 7 c P" +1 * be its dual: 7 = (hyperplanes ffcP n+1 such that # is tangent to X), Let g: X -> 7 be the Gauss map: g(p) = // if H is tangent to Jf at /?. If (e 0 ,..., e n+ι ) is a frame in !F Q X over /? and eξ 9 ... 9 e* +ι G C w+1 is the dual basis (e*(e 7 ) = δ /y ) then one checks that (eZ +ι ,ef,e$,...,e% 9 e*) is a frame in i^7 over g (ρ) . The corresponding affine coordinates are related by y x ° g\ x = -xj^ through first order at /?, and the defining polynomials for the contact cones agree: Q(e*) = Q(e) and i?(e*) = /?(e). Thus the (projectivized) differential dg: l*T p X -* PΓ g(/>) 7 restricts to an isomorphism from CpX to C^p ) Y (r = 2,3). But X and 7 are not in general projectively equivalent.
(In some cases X and its dual are projectively equivalent-for instance, if X is the variety in Example (1.3), or if X is a smooth quadric.) (Here (Q -A)(t) = β(Σ r Λ?ί r ,... ,Σ r^ίr ) similarly for i?, G.)
In particular, if (g, i?, G) = (β, Λ, G)(^) for some frame e G t hen the frame equivalence class of (Q,R,G) is just the set of all {Q\R\G') of the form (Q' 9 R' 9 G') = (β,i?,G)(eO for some e r in the same fiber π~ιπe c ^P n+l \ x .
(To see this, integrate equations (2.8) along the fiber.) It follows that the notion of frame equivalence does not depend on the partcular frame in a given fiber.
Let IJcP" +1 be (locally defined) irreducible hypersurfaces, φ: I-» 7a holomorphic map, C r X, CΎ the respective rth contact cones. If φ extends to a nonsingular linear map φ: P n+1 -» P n+1 then C p X = C£ {p) Y are projectively equivalent for all p e X, r > 0. Conversely: (3.3) THEOREM. With X, 7, φ as above: assume also that n > 3, C p Xis a smooth complete intersection of type (1,2,3) for all p e X, [C 3 X]: X -> (Moduli of C 3 ) is a local immersion, and (<2, i?, G) (/7) , (Q, R,G)(φ(p) ) are frame equialent for all p e X. Then φ extends to a nonsingular linear map on P" +1 .
(REMARK. In Example (3.1), G(e*) = -G(e), so this does not contradict the theorem.)
The proof of Theorem (3.3) depends on the following two lemmas, whose proofs are given in the appendix. 
Proof of Theorem (3.3). Shrinking X, Y if necessary one may choose sections e: X -> & Q X, e': Y -> & Q Y such that (β, R,G)(e(p)) = (Q,R,G')(e'(f(p)))
for all p e X Define a map Φ: ^Z-> J^7 by local immersion into moduli space, G v . ..,G k are linearly independent mod{g, R^Q Rj r -βy-R,-}, hence Ψo = 0 for all fc = 1,..., it. Then by Lemma (3.4), ψ< -ψ/, ψ' n+1 -ψ°, ψ;+} -ψ° all vanish z, y = 1,..., w.
Plugging this into the JG-equation (2.8),
= dG-Φ*dG
Apply Lemma (3.5). Then T= Γ° φ, so ψ' n+1 + ψ?, ψ°+ 1 vanish for all i = 1,..., n. Next, by (2.8), ψg + \ ψ« + \ β./Ψg + Ψϊί}) " (Ψ} + Ψ/) all vanish, /, j = 1,..., n. Finally, by multiplying e f by an appropriate scalar-valued function, one may arrange things so that Σ"=o V r = 0 (this doesn't affect the other forms). Now Φ*ωj = ωj for all /, j = 0,...,« + 1.
Let t: J^X^J^P^1 = GL(π + 2) be the inclusion. By the Frobenius theorem for maps into a Lie group [S, pp. 10-40, 41] , 1 and Φ © 1 differ by a left translation: Φ <> 1 = A ° 1 for some fixed A e GL(π 4-2). Clearly the induced map A: P n+ι -* P rt+1 extends φ. D Theorem (3.3) does not apply in examples such as (1.3) and (1.4), since there [C 3 ] is a constant map. It would be nice to know whether all such examples are homogeneous spaces. A partial result along these lines is the following. (Q, R,G)(e) and (Q,R,G)(e') are frame equivalent for all e, Proof. Given (a)(i), replace X by X. The map g •-» g -e = (g e 0 ,..., g e π+1 ) embeds @ in ^( X). Identify & with its image.
Let p: C w+2 -{0} -> P n+1 be the usual projection, f(e t) is determined by the condition: ρ(e 0 + e x t x + +e n t n + e n+ι f(e; t)) e X for all ί small. Multiply on the left by g e ^. Since g acts on X, P((ge o ) + (g*i)Ί + +(g*,, + i)/(e; 0) ^ gX = X, hence ( *;')=/(*;') for all gG^.
In particular g, i?, G are constant on 9. This implies (a)(ϋ). Now let p = π(e), ^ = {j^^|g°jp =,?}. ^o i s constant up to scalar multiples on π~ι(p). Thus, if υ e Γ e (S^) then ω §,..., ωg +1 vanish on v, as do Σ?ίo< ( since % c SL(« + 2)) and dQ, dR, and JG (since, by the above, Q, R, G are constant on 9 p ).
Applying the forms in (2.8) and using Lemma (3.4), it follows that v = 0. This proves (b) .
Suppose that (a)(ii) holds. Let ee,f β (I). Identify S^P n+1 with GL(n 4-2) by left multiplication A <-> A e. Then the Maurer-Cartan forms ω*j are just the left invariant 1-forms on GL(n + 2). Let°
(a)(ii) implies that π: @° -> X is surjective. Replace ^° by the connected component containing e. Then by the same argument as above, dim^° = n. Since ^° -• X is surjective it follows (2.4) that the forms ωj,..., ωg are a basis for Γ*^0. So there are relations: Therefore every left invariant 1-form ωj, i, 7 = 0, a relation ωj = Σ k f k jθθQ with constant coefficients on space of 1-forms on GL(n + 2) spanned by ωj -E^/^COQ, /, 7 = 0,..., n + 1. Then ./ is integrable on 9?°, hence, since the coefficients are constant and dim^° = w, ./ is integrable on GL(n + 2). Let ^c GL(« + 2) be a maximal connected integral manifold extending &°. Since the coefficients are constant and J> is integrable, ^ is a subgroup [S, pp. 10-40, 41] . 7r^ extends X, hence (a)(ii) implies (a)(i).
It remains to show: (c)(i) iff (c)(ii). If (c)(ii) holds then 
